Measure your wall segments.

Cut track as needed and remove all burrs. Straight and burr-free cuts will make seams between adjoining track almost invisible.

TIP
Cut the track with a hack saw and miter box or power miter saw with proper blade.
4 **Mark Mounting Clip Placement**

- Locate the first and last clip approximately 1 inch from the end of a track length. Longer track segments will include additional clips. Place these at approximate equal intervals between the first and last clip locations.

**TIP**
When mounting tracks end to end, position clip so that two adjoining tracks will share the one clip.

**TIP**
Use a bubble or laser level to make certain track will be mounted level. Use the track as a straight edge or snap a chalk line on which to mount the clips for a clean install.

5 **Preparing Holes/Attaching Clips**

- Drill 1/16” pilot holes to probe for wood or metal structure.

- For each hole where a screw anchor will be used (there is no structure), expand the hole to 1/4” and insert supplied screw anchor.

- Fasten clip to prepared holes with supplied (or alternate) fasteners.

**NOTE**
24 inches (2 ft) Casso Display Rail shipped with 2 mounting clips, 72 inches (6 ft) Casso Display Rail shipped with 4 mounting clips.

6 **Attach Track and End Caps**

- Click Track over installed clips with a solid rap of a hand at each clip.

- Finish exposed ends with End Caps provided.

**NOTE**
Optional Label Frame and J-Hanger are also available. They firmly attach to the face of Casso Display Rail. Label Frame holds a label in place behind a clear plastic shield, J-Hanger can hold keys, baseball cap etc. Sold separately.

If you have any questions, please call our Customer Service Center at 866-935-6949.